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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine inspection by the resident inspectors involved the following ;
areas: operations, maintenance, surveillances, minor modifications, engineered
safety feature walkdown, licensee event report followup, and action on prev _ious
inspection findings. Inspections of licensee backshift activities _ were
conducted on the following days: April 1, 7, 9, 10 and 18, 1992.

-Results:

In the area of surveillance, a non-cited violation was identified involving an
inoperable auxiliary feedwater pump auto-start function due to an inadequate ;

procedure (para 5.a).
|
l

In the area of engineering / technical support, an unresclved item was identified I
involving the adequacy of the aux'''ary feedwater pump auto-start function on I

loss-of-offsite power when an emer,ancy bus is selected to an alternate offsite
feeder (para 3.c).

In the area of surveillance, a recurring problen was identified involving the
failure of a-high head safety injection flow balance test. Controls to ensure
throttle valves are maintaiaed in the proper position following balancing

| during the orevious test were not effective. This resulted in a. violdtion in
that flow was less than required by Technical Specifications (para S.b).
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In the area of maintenance, incorrect wiring of the motor for a reactor coolant
system loop stop valve resulted in damage to the actuator. This was apparently
due to personnel performance errors. In addition, the procedural requirements
for independent v(rification were weak. The licensee's safety evaluation to

'allow ope"ation with the damaged actuator was reviewed. The licensee will
make the necessary repairs during the next refueling outage arid conduct further
analysis of the failure at that time (para 4.d).

In the area of operations, inattentiveness during solid plant operations
resulted in a pressure excurs.on and the lifting of a relief valve. An
additional example of inattentiveness involved short periods of time when
reactor power exceeded the licensed power by a small value (para 3.a and 3.b).

In the area of operations, a strength was identified with the staffing level of
licensed operators. Additionally, effective use of extra senior eactor
operators was observed to support operations during the Unit 2 refueling outage
(para 3.e).

In the area of safety assessment / quality verification, a weakness was ,

identified involving a long-term UFSAR deviation with respect to control room 4

indication for specific low head safety injection valves (para 3.a).
I
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

L. Edmonds, Superintendent, Nuclear Training
*R. Enfinger, Assistant Station Manager, Operations and Maintenance
J. Hayes Superintendent of Operations
D. Heacoe.k. Superintendent, Station Engineering

*G. Kane, Station Manager
P. Kemp, Supervisor, licensing
W. Matthews, SuperintenJent, Maintenance
D. Roberts Supervisor, Station Nuclear Safety
D. Schappell, Superintendent, Site Services
R. Shears, Superintendent, Outage Management

*J. Smith, Manager, Quality Assurance
A. Stafford, Superintendent, Radiological Protection

*J. Stall, Assistant Station Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing

Other licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians,
operators, mechanics, security force members, and office personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

*M. Lesser, Senior Resident Inspector
D. Taylor, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

2. Plant Status

Unit 1 is limited to 95 percent power due to SG tube plugging and operated
there for most of the inspection period. Power was reduced to 90 percent
on two occasions when secondary chemistry showed indications of condenser
tube leakage. Several leaks were found, repairs were made and power was
returned to 95 percent.

Unit 2 started the inspection period in a refueling outage. Mode 5 was
entered on April 1. At the end of the inspection period the unit was
preparing to enter Mode 4

;

3. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspectors conducted frequent visits to the control room to vcrify|

proper staffing, operator attentiveness and adherence to approved
procedures. The inspectors attended plant status meetings and reviewed
operator logs on a daily basis to verify operational safety and compliance

|
|
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with TS and to maintain awareness of the overall operation of the
facility. Instrumentation and ECCS li ,eups were periodically reviewed
from control room indications to assess operability. Frequent plant tours
were conducted to observe equipment status, fire protection programs,
radiological work practices, plant security programs and housekeeping.
Deviation reports were reviewed to assure that poitntial safety concerns
were properly addressed and reported. Selected reports were followed to
ensure that appropriate management attention and corrective action was
applied,

a. Licensed Power Level

On March 30, the inspectors observed Unit 1 power level at 95.1
percent with the 8-hour average power also at 95.1 percent. The
maximum power level allowed by licensee condition 2.0.1 is 95
percent. The unit had recently increased power frem 90 percent due
to condenser water box isolation and air in-leakage inspection. The
inspectors requested the results of 8-hour average power levels since
unit startup on March 11. A review of the data indicated the 8:00 am
reading on March 13 was 95.1 percent. This was the only other
instance where the 8 hour average exceeded 95 percent. The
inspectors determined that the licensee's policy is to comply with
the license condition by ensJring that the 8-hour average power level
for each of _ three 8-hour periods does not exceed 95 percent. This
policy is not clearly defined nor is the value formally veritiea.
The power levels are calculated and displayed on the P-250 coAputer.
A calorimetric power level is updated every two minutes. From that
computer point, a 10-minute average is calculated. The 8-hour
averace is calculated frem the previous 10 minute averages. The
8-hour average is re-zeroe1 at midnight, 8:00 am and 4:00 pm and a
new basis is started. The re-zero times were established at shift
change times. (The licensee has since changed to 12-hour shif ts and
intends to adjust to a 12-hour average power level.)

The licensee's policy is stated in 1-PT-24.1, Calorimetric Heat
Balance, as a precaution and limitation to be verified prior to
performing the dailv test, it states, "The average power level over
any 8-hour shif t must not exceed 95 percent thermal power based on a
steam flow calcrimetric." This is inconsistent because the operating'

shif ts are now 12 hours and the requirement has been informally
implemented as the 8 hour average at midnight, 8:00 am and 4:00 pm."

Further, there is no requirement to verify the value is within limits
at those times.

The inspectors determined that the event did not have- significant
safety implications. Nevertheless, the inspectors identified this as
d weakness regarding insufficient verification, attention to detail,,

and lack of a clear policy. The licensee indicated that the
deficiency wculd be corrected. ;

i
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b. Unit 2 PORV Lift

On April 14, with Unit 2 pressure being manually maintained using
solid plant pressure control, PORY 2-RC-PCV-2455C lifted. During-the
event, 'essurizcr PORV/ safety valve open" annunciator came in .

The licensee's review of the SPDS showed that 2-RC-PCV-2455C had
opened for less than four seconds and had exceeded the 370 psig
setpoint pressure. The inspectors considered the PORV lif t to be an
example of licensed operator inattention to detail when in solid
plant pressure control,

c. AFW Pump Start Logic

The inspectors reviewed the sensing scheme for AFW autostart on loss
of offsite power. The Unit 1 4160 volt emergency buses are normally
powered from the D and F transfer buses. The existing AFW pump start ,

for loss of offsite power is derived from the transfer bus
undervoltage logic, i.e., a loss of both the D and F transfer busesi
initiates the AFW start. Unit 1 pr ucedure 1-0P-2f.1, Transferr w ;

4160 Volt Buses, allows transfer of the emergency buses to V
'

alternate feeder, a station service bus. If an emergency but is-

powered from its alternate feeder, and that power supply were .9 ,,
the AFW pump start logic would not sense it.

The inspectors questioned the adequacy of this design and whether TS
requirements were met during this condition. It should be noted that
the licensee infrequently operates in this condition. The licensee
initiated Problem Plant Report 92-10 to address the concern. Pending
completion of the licensee's review, this is identified as unresolved
item 50-338/92-10-01: AFU Pump Start Logic Adequacy.

d. LHSI Valve Position Indication

During a control board walkdown on April 9, the inspectors questioned
the basis for removing electrical power from 1-SI-MOV-1890C and D.
These are redundant LHSI Pumps Cold Leg Discharge Stop Valves.
Without power, indication of velve position is not available in the
control room. Chapter 6.3.2 of the UFSAR states that:

" Remotely operated valves for the injection mode that are under
manual control (i.e., valves that normally are in their ready
position and do not require a safety injection signal) have
their positions indicated on a common _ portion of the control
board. If a component is -out of its pruper position, its

~

monitor light will so indicate on the control panel. At any
time during operation when one -of these vah i is not in the
ready position for injectinr., this condition is shown visually
on the board in the main control room."

I Licensee operating procedures- required the valve to be opened with
i power removed which resulted in no valve position indication in the
| control room. The licensee determined that prior to Unit 1 initial

| start-up,1-MOV-SI-1890C was the only thSI cold leg injection line
header valve. This configuration did not meet the requirement for'

|
i
'
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single failure, since failure of this valve could prevent injection.
A decision was made in 1976 to maintain this valve open and
se-energized until a second valve could be installed. 1-MOV-SI-18900
tas installed later that year. However, operating procedures were
not updated to energize the valves. This same condition exists for
Unit 2 which was constructed with two valves. Upon discovery, the
licensee issued Standing Order 189 which requires the valves to be
open and energized. This action provides the required control room
valve position indication. The Standing Order will remain in effect
until all applicable operating and emergency procedures are revised
to reflect the condition. The inspectors considered that since these
are the only ECCS valves without position indication in the control
room, this issue shauld have previously been questioned and resolved
by operations. In that the safety significance of this problem is
reduced due to the correct positioning of the valves, tne prompt

,

corrective action and the isolated nature of the issue, enforcement
action is not being taken for this deviation from the UFSAR.

e. Operator Staffing

The licensee is well staffed with licensed operators. This includes
32 active SR0 and 40 active R0 licenses. Additionally, numerous
staff personnel throughout the plant were licensed at one time. The
inspectors considered this a strength in that good operations
knowledge exists in key support areas including engineering,
maintenance, and QA. The inspectors noted effective use of SR0s
during the recent Unit 2 refueling outage. Non-shif t SR0s were
assigned oversight duty in areas such as tagging, testing, and valve
lineups. This appeared effective and reduced the burdens involvie3
coordination and problem resolution from the shift SR0s.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Maintenance Observation (62703) .

Station maintenance activities were observed / reviewed to ascertain that
the activities were conducted in accordance with approved procedures,
regulatory guides and industry codes or standards, and in conformance with
TS requirements.

a. Terry Turbine Overspeed Trip Mechanism

The inspectors witnessed replacement of the Unit 2 turbine driven AFW
pump overspeed tappet. The replacement was in response to a June 5,
1990 letter from the manufacturer advising the licensee of tappet
head swelling, attendant loss of clearance and the potential for the
inability to reset the device af ter an overspeed event. The new
modified tappet includes a metal guided surface and greater clearance ;

between the molded head and the guide. This issue is also the
subject of 10 CFR 21, item P2191-06.

. _ .
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The procedure used during tappet replacement was 0-MCM-1401-01,
Disassembly, inspection and Reassembly of Terry Turbine, it was an

. upgraded procedure and included sufficient steps and high quality
graphical depictions of the mechanism. The inspectors verified that
post-maintenance testing requirements included an overspeed trip
test. The test is scheduled following plant heatup. The inspectors
verified that maintenance was also performed on Unit 1 under work
order 130897 and that vendor manuals had been updated,

b. 2-RC-45 Repack 1

M On April 9, the inspectors observed maintenance on 2-RC-45, a two
f j inch valve. The valve was located below deck grating level in the B
f 4 RCP cubicle inside containment. The maintenance called for the valve

_

y to be repacked per procedure 0-MCM-00400-07, Repacking Safety Related
c y /p Manual Valves. To accomplish the repacking, the packing was isolated
d' using the valve's backseat. Since backseating of the valve was the q

only means of isolating the packing from the RCS, contingency plans
were developed to expedite iso!ating any leakage that might have
resulted if backseating isolation failed. #

To accommodate the contingencies and because the valve was located in
a high radiation and hot particle area, a total of nine liccasee and
contract personnel entered containment to support the job. Once the
two mechanics who were performing the actual maintenance were in
position t', perform the work, they realized they were provided the
wrong packing and tools. Being in a high radiation area, the
mechanics quickly left the area and the maintenance was rescheduled.

Voon exiting containment the inspectors discussed the reason for the
errors with the mechanics. The mechanics were provided packing and ,

obtained the tools necessary to repack a Rockwell T-58 valve; _

however, the valve was a Rockwell J-36. The inspectors reviewed the
packing control form and noted it called for a Rockwell T-58.
Further discussion with the licensee revealed that 2-RC-45 was
replaced in 1987 without updating the packing control form. The
inspectors noted similar deficiencies concerning the packing control
form in IR 50-338/92-03. Additionally, the licensee identified
weaknesses with the packing program during a November,1991 audit.
The inspectors discussed the packing program with maintenance
engineering and were informed that up to August,1991 the program was
being maintained by a vendor and at that time maintenance engineering
took it over.

The licensee recognizes that the packing control forms do not reflect
the correct packing configuration for all valves. In order to
correct this condition and update their data base, valve packing
procedures were revised to include a note for mechanics to write any
discrepancies identified during maintenance on the packing control
form. The inspectors considered the information provided on the
packing control form tc be a weakness with 2-RC-45 maintenance being

3
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a good example of how an incorrect packing control form contributed
to unnecessary radistion exposure.

Although this weakness was identified, the inspectors did note good
radiological control practices and contingency plans for the job.
For example, the pre-jab briefing was thorough. The licensee decided
during the brief that the mechanics perfonning the actual maintenance
would wear dosimetry which could be monitored by an individual not
within the high radiation field. The monitoring system allowed for
up to five mechanics to be individually monitored at one time. The
two mechanics assigned to perform the repacking would be in the high
radiation area for about 3 minutes. A third person would be located
in a lower radiation area constantly monitoring their exposure. 1

Prior to the maintenance, boundaries for the job were established,
including a hot particle buf fer zone for workers dressed in rubber
suits and respirators, that would perform the repacking.

c. EDG Test Failure

On April 17 the 2H EDG was shutdown after 20 hours of operation when
a section of 3/8 inch copper tubing in the lube oil system ruptured.
A low-lube-oil-level annunciator was received and oil wcs observed
spattered on components inside the radiator compartment. The engine
was undergoing surveillance testing at the time requiring loaded
operation for 24 hours followed by a simulated loss-of-offsite powor
test. Upon discovery of the condition, the engine was manually
shutdown. The licensee identified a hoie in the copper tubing
created by fretting and vibration at the point of penetration into
the radiator compartment. The leak was repaired and the surveillance
test performed again satisfactorily. The licensee classified the
event as a valid failure. The licensee also inspected the remaining
EDGs which also exhibited signs of wear. Work requests were written
tc disposition the observations.

d. Damaged RCS Loop Stop Valve

On April 14, the licensee was attempting to open valve 2-RC-M0V-2593,
the RCS cold leg loop B stop valve on Unit 2, in order to restore the
loop following refueling outage activities. However, the MOV receive
a close demand and the valve disc was forced hard against the seat.
This caused an upward force (estimated by the licensee at 517,000
pounds) from the actuator's stem nut which was transmitted through a
bearing cartridge and fractured the top of the actuator housing. An
operator in _the vicinity heard a loud noise and reported that the
fractured hcusing cap had lif ted a few inches and was rotating.
Investigation by the licensee determined that the power leads at the
circuit breaker had been incorrectly terminated causing improper
phase rotation.

Preventive maintenance had been performed on the circuit breaker
during the outage under work order 59000125380 using 0-EPM-0304-01,
Testing Non-Containment Isolation 480 Volt Breaker _ Assemblies. The

.-. - - . -.
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procedure required all lead lif ts and lands to be documented on a
sheet and verified. Following landing of all leads , step 7.1.i.b
required that if rotation cannot be reasonably verified, then ani

k additional double verification was required to ensure that the line
J and load leads of the breaker are in proper phase. This was

documented as having been completed on March 14, 1992. Thc
inspectors determined that each of the two sets of verifications were

not independent and that the same pair of electricians performed each
one. Therefore, in actition to the apparent personnel errors, the
procedural verification requirements were not effective.

The licensee was able to hand-crank the valve open and remove power.
*

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's safety evaluation which was
written to justify startup and operation with the damaged actuator.

_

The evaluation included documented discussions with both the actuator
and valve vendors. The valve is only used to isolate an RCS loop for
draining and is not required to function during an accident. TS
requires it to be open with power removed. The limiting component of
the valve would be buckling nf the valve stem due to the excessive
compression force. Since no sign of stem degradation was observed at
the visible section and smooth operation was experienced during
hand-cranking, the 'luation concludec that the manual operation of
the valve assured stem and disc integrity. The evaluation also
considered the possibility of the housing to become a projectile
hazard. During hand-cranking, the housing cap screwed back in place.
The cap is finnly held in place by the force acting on the stem nut
with the valve backseated. The inspectors further questioned the
integrity of the electrical penetration which was not considered in
the safety evaluation. The licensee subsequently estimated the
current drawn during the event and dete rmined it to be within
electrical ratings. The licensee intends to operate a full cycle
with this c idition. Repairs will be conducted at the next refueling -

outage along with a fracture mechanics analysis of the housing.
Pending repairs to the valve and further review of personnel
performance, this will be identified as Inspector Follow-up Item
50-339/92-10-02: Loop Stop Valve Failure Due to Incorrect Motor
niring,

ho violations or daviations were identified.

5. Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspectors observed / reviewed TS required testing and verified that
testing was performed in accordance with adequate procedures, that test
instrumentatien was calibrated, that LCOs were met and that any
deficiencies identified were properly reviewed and resolved.

a. Inoperable AFW Autostart

On March 19, the licensee identified that both channels of the Unit 1
AFW pump auto-start feat re on station blackout were rendered
inoperable for approximately one hour while testing the actuation

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- .
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relays. TS table 3.3-3 allows only one channel to be inoperable at a
time, hence this constituted operation in a condition prohibited by
TS. Upon discovery, the licensee immediately restored the system to
an operable status. Other diverse auto-start channels such as SG
water level low-low and MFP trip remained operable during the event.

The cause of the problem was an inadequate procedure. EMP-P-RT-85A,
Protective Relay Maintenance for loss of Reserve Power Bus IF, is
intended to test loss of power relays from the reserve station
transfer bus IF (Transfer bus IF is common to both units and supplies
offsite power to 4160V emergency buses 1H and 2J.) The loss of power
to relays would indicate a loss of power to buses IH and 2J and
generate an AFW pump auto-start on blackout. During this test, -

Unit I was at 95 percent power and Unit 2 was in Mode 6. The procedure
requires the Shif t Supervisor's approval to start the test, which was
received; however, step 7.5.1 of the procedure incorrectly allowed
both channel relays to be Csconnected simultaneously. Several
weaknesses were identified as a result:

1) Plant conditions for testing were not specified in the procedure
(the intent was to supply 1H bus from its alternate power
source, Station Service bus 1B).

2) The procedure was misleading in that it was identified as a
Unit 2 procedure.

3) The procedure allowed work on two different channels
simultaneously and therefore was inadequate.

The condition was identified when the Superintendent of Operations
learned that IF bus testing was being conducted prior to the 1H bus -

having been transferred to its alternate source and questioned the -

operability status of bus 1H. From this respect, identification of
the event was commendable, however, this represents an additional
example of a continuing problem regarding a lack of oversight of
control operations activities. This licensee identified violation is
not being cited because criteria specified in Section V.G.1 of the
PC Enforcement Policy were satisfied. NCV 50-338/92-10-03:

Inadequate Control Operations Procedure to Test AFW Auto-Start
Relays.

b. MHSI Flow Balance

On April 10, the inspectors observed the performance of 2-PT-138.1,
HHSI Flow Balance. The test was performed to verify that 51 flow met
the requirements of TS surveil'.ance 4.5.2.h. The TS requires that
for HHS1 lines, with a single pump running, the sum of the injection
line flow rates, excluding the highest flow rate, is greater than or
equal to 384 gpm and the total pump flow is less than or equal to 650
gpm.

To measure the individual branch flow rates the licensee uses an
ultrasonic measurement device (controlotron) which provides a much

___- ___________ ______ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .- -
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higher accuracy than the installed branch line instrument. The total
of the branch flow rates, as measured by controlotrons, is compared
to the total flow derived from an installed sharp edge orifice flow.
Since thr controlotron for the B cold leg was responding in an
erratic a:nner during the initial run to datermine as-found
conditions, the licensee decided to calculate B cold leg flow by
subtracting the A and C cold legs from the total flow obtained across
the permanently installed orifice (subtraction method). Initial
as-found data was as follows:

A cold leg 183 gpm-

B cold leg 244 gpm-

C cold leg 164 gpm-

Based on these flows, the licensee proceeded to adjust the branch
line throttle valves to obtain flows within the TS timits. The flows
after adjustment were:

A cold leg 191 gpm-

B cold leg 195 gpm-

C cold leg 195 gpm-

The . inspectors questioned the as-left condition because of a large I'
difference between permanently installed branch line instrumentation
and the higher accuracy controlotrons. Specifically, the B branch jline permanently installed i ndication was well below the value
obtained by the subtraction method. The licensee contended that the
total flow orifice was more accurate than the permanently installed
branch line flows; therefore, the subtraction method accurately
provided B branch flow.

The licensee continued with the test and was performing the flow *<

check on the cold leg alternate injection path. For this flow path b
the installed branch line instruments more closely correlated to the
data obtt:ned by the controlotrons and subtraction method. Based on :
this information, the licensee began to question the accuracy of the
installed orifice in the normal flow path and the methodology of
obtaining the B branch flow by subtraction. Testing was stopped at
this point to install a controlotron on the B branch line. Once the .

controlotron was installed the flows to the normal charging path were -

once again verified. The flows to the A and C branch lines were both
close to the as-lef t flows after adjustment. However, the B loop
flor: by controlotron indicated 154 gpm, whereas the adjustua flow
previously determined by the subtraction method indicated.195 gpm.
The branch throttle valves were readjusted and the test was completed
using the three high accuracy controlotrons.

On April 13, the licensee evaluated the initial as-found data for the
test. The licensee determined that the difference in the sum of the
branch -lire flows by controlotrons and the installed sharp edge
orifice was about six percent. Since total flow was three times a
single branch line flow, any error associated with the total flow

.
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would have three times the affect on an individual branch line.
Based on this, the licensee decided that using the subtraction method
wa!. not accurate for determining a branch line flow.

The evaluation also noted that the as-found flows through branch
lines A and C were accurate. TS requires the total of the lowest two
branch line flows to be greater than or equal to 384 gpm. The
as-found flows were only 347 gpm, well below the TS minimum. Based
on this the inspectors questioned the licensee as to the methods used
to control the cold leg branch line throttle valve positions. The
inspectors were initially informed that the throttle valve positions'

had not been changed since the last test. However, further review
revealed that while installing a locking device, following the
completion of the last tsst, at least one of the valve stems was
observed to mcVe. The valve (s) were returned to their throttled
position and verified by measuring the stem height using a ruler. A
Deviation report was never written.

Verifying the position of these valves has been the subject of
concern in the past. IR 50-338,339/90-28 documents a non-cited
violation which involves inadequate and unbalanced safety injection
flow rates. Prior to the violation the positions of the cold leg
throttle valves were verified by counting the number of turns to open
the valve to the throttle position. After the last test the method
to position / verify position was changed to use a ruler for measuring
stem position. More recently, the licensee has implemented a method
of measuring the stem height using micrometers. In addition, after
adjusting the valves per the PT, caps were installed and locked on
the valves.

The licensee's initial evaluation of the inadequate flow indicates
that the event is within the safety analysis. The evaluation is
based on LER 50-339/90-08 which documents the last time flow was
determined to be inadequate. The total of the two lowest branch
flows for that case was also 347 gpm. This inadequate control of
HHSI flow is identified as violation 50-339/92-10-04: Failure to '

,

Meet TS Flow Requirements for ECCS.

c. SSPS Testing h

The licensee identified a discrepancy in Unit 1 TS table 3.3-3
associated with SSPS testing. - The requirements for automatic
actuation of safety injection allows one of two channels to .be
bypassed for up to two hours for surveillance testing. Surveillance
testing for automatic actuation of AFW is also performed at the same
time, however, the TS only allows one hour to bypass a channel during
testing or be in hot standby within six hours. The Unit 2 TS has a
similar problem with automatic actuation of steam line isolation.
The licensee never considered the one hour requirement to be limiting
and routinely exceed it during SSPS testing. During these periods,
the licensee was unknowingly in the six hour shutdown action,
however, never exceeded it. The licensee subsequently issued

. _ -
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Standing Order 188 requiring entrance into the six hour shutdown
action statement during testing. The licensee intends to promptly
submit a TS amendment to provide more consistency. The inspectors
discussed the issue with Region 11 management and NRR. The
licensee's actions were determined acceptable as interim measures to
ensure compliance.

One non-cited and one ci^ed violation were identified.

6. Minor Modifications (37828)

a. DCP 91-005; SG Blowdown Tank Piping Modification

The licensee has experienced chronic erosion damage to blowdown
piping and SG blowdown tank BD-TK-1. The cause is due to piping
configurations, the high energy blowdown jet into the tank, and
higher flow rates than originally designed. DCP 91-005 was
implemented on Unit 1 during the SG inspection outage to reduce the
erosive effects by redesigning the piping configuration entering the
blowdown tank. The modification replaced a common line into the tank
by installing three individual lines for each SG. Each line's hand
control valve was relocated close to the tank to reduce the down-
stream piping subjected to the erosion. The discharge no7tle was ,

also replaced with three sparger pipes.

During plant startup, the licensee discovered that the modification
was inadequate. Non-condensable gases in the blowdown tank are
vented to atmosphere via the vent condenser. The vent condenser is a
small heat exchanger which condenses entrained wa ter from the vented
stream. While adjusting SG blowdown rate to the previous value of 35
gpm per SG, an unmonitored liquid release occurred when 500 gallons
of water issued from the vent and spilled onto the auxiliary building
roof. This was due to the inability of the vent condenser to
properly function. The licensee determined that the blowdown flow
rate was excessive and reduced the value to approximately 24 gpm per
SG. Further review determined the original design configured the
inlet pipe at an angle into the tank, which created a swirling effect
to remove some moisture. The rest was removed by the vent condenser.
OCP 91-005 failed to consider this effect.

Discussions with licensee personnel indicate that the blowdown tank
was originally intended for a much smaller capacity. A high capacity>

blowdown system was also originally designed and was intended to
recover blowdown by returning it to the hotwell, however, this system
has never been used. This appears to be an example of a misapplica-
tion of a system beyond its original intent.

The reduced blowdown flow rate from a previous 35 gpm to a present 24
gpm has had significant effect on S3 chemistry. Since the modifi-
cation, the licensee has not been able to achieve the previous
chloride concentration level of 6-8 ppb. The current level tends to
stabilize at 12-15 ppb. Towards the end of March, Chlorides started
increasing until the limit of 20 ppb was exceeded on April 9. This
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required entry into Action Level 1 in accordance with ADM 19.22 which
requires cleanup to 20 ppb or less within one week. The licensee
reduced Unit 1 power on April 10 to 90 percent and conducted |
condenser tube and tubesheet inspections for sources of leakage. I
Several tubes were identified to be leaking and repairs were made. '

The requirements of Action Level 1 were met. The licensee is
aeveloping an action plan to correct the inadequate blowdown tank
modifications. In the interim, two jumpers have failed to improve
performance and during adjustments by operators minor liquid releases
have occurred through the vent.

b. LHS1 Vent Valve Installation

The inspectors reviewed DCP 92-106 which installed a vent valve at a j
high point in the Unit 2 LHSI. The DCP is in response to recurring !

pressure spikes in the system during pump start possibly due to voids
in piping high points as identified by ultrasonic surveys. The vent
valve is a 3/4 inch globe valve on a 10 inch elbow. To minimize the
amount of debris, the LHSI piping was cut with a metal disintegration
machine. After installation of the vent valve and fully venting the
piping, the B LHSI pump was tested. Excessive peak a' .ures up to
360 psig occurred along with relief valve lifting. dier testing
with the piping pressurized to 190 psig with a hydro pump shcwed no
pressure spikes. The licensee is continuing to investigate methods
to alleviate the pressure spiking prob' ems.

| 7. ESFSystemWalkdown(71710)
|
'

During the week of April 5, the inspectors evaluated the Unit 1 RS system
for operability by performing * a detailed walkdown of accessible portions
of the system. 1-0P-7.5A and 1-0P-7.10A; Valve Checkoffs for the outside
RS and Casing Cooling Systems, and drawings 11715 FM-091A and 11715 FM-
0918 were used to verify the as-built configuration. The system equipment
was inspected for _ general conditions that might affect or degrade system
performance such as valve positions, general housekeeping, conditions of
hangers and supports, and instrumentation. The inspectors also verified

-that equipment had been tested in accordance with TS requirements.

! The condition of components and equipment and housekeeping of the areas
L was generally good. However, the following minor deficiencies were
| identified.
!

~
The description of 1-RS-76 in valve checkoff 1-0P-7.5A was
incorrectly described as-being the spray header from 1-RS-E-10 vent.
It should have read spray header from 1 RS-E-1C vent.

~
A hole was identified on electrical conduit in 1-RS-P-1A cubical. It

appears as if a welding arc was struck across the conduit. The
wiring inside the conduit appeared to have burnt insulation. The
conduit was traced to lighting inside the cubicle.

.
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Several bolts to a flanged flow orifice in the recirculation line for
~

1-RS-P-1B did not show thread engagement of at least one thread
beyond the nut as prescribed 'y NAS 1009, installation of Piping and
Mechanical Equipment.

-

The licensee's TS cross reference for TS 4.6.2.2.1.b incorrectly
referenced a procedure fo' performing the outside RS pump discharge
pressure verification. The inspector ve, .fied that testing had been
performed, using a correct but not crossreferenced procedure, within
the required time frames of the specification.

The inspectors informed the licensee of the above identified deficiencies.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. LER Followup (92700)

(Closed) LER 50-338/91-13, Missed Surveillance on Quench Spray Pump
Dischare Motor Operated Valves

The LER involves inadequate testing of 1-QS-M0V-101A & B and 2-QS-MOV-201A
& B. The valves were not being stroke time tested in the closed direction
in accordance with the licensee's IST program. The problem was identified
as a result of a review of the IST program performed in response to a
previously missed IST surveillance. To resolve the issue with the QS
valves the licensee revised the associated procedures and properly tested
the valves.

9, Action on Previous Inspection items (92701, 92702)

a. (0 pen) Unresolved Item 50-338/91-22-02: LHSI Relief Valve
Inoperability Safety Consequences.

See Paragraph 6.b.

b. (0 pen) Violation 50-a38/91-26-01:

As part of the licensee's corrective action to an apparently high
number of personnel errors, QA was tasked to witness the performance
of safety related independent verification activities. QA began the
effort in January and as of March 26, over 38,000 independent
verifications of both safety and non-safety related valve positioning
activities have been witnessed.

The QA witnessing was intended to provide an additional layer of
defense to the: independent verification process and also raise the
awareness of operations personnel. Verification activities are
documented and provided to the QA manager by means of a weekly
report. The inspectors reviewed the reports and noted them to
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contain both observations where enhancements may be needed and where
strengths were identified. Examples of the type of information
provided in the reports included:

Valves and breakers which were mispositioned or checked in the-

wrong position by the /irst checkek.

Valves which did not contain identification tags.-

Procedures which incorrectly describe components.-

Observations of independent verifiers having other duties-

assigned while performing verifications and frequently being
distracted during the verifications.

The information gathered to date was provided to the HPES coordinator
for evaluation. A review of the reports indicate that of the 35,000
independent verifications,12 initial position /first verification
misposition events have been identified, representing an error rate
of approximately 0.03 percent. The data was presented to the SOB
with the conclusion that the error rate was consistent with other
industries. This conclusion was based on studies corducted in other
industries which dealt with human error. To verify their conclusions
the licensee . hired a consultant for further analysis of the data.
Current plans are to continue the QA witnessing until the end of the
Unit 2 refueling outage.

The inspectors consider the information obtained by the witnessing
process to be a positive step in understanding the reasons for
specific errors. Information seems to indicate that -the operators
perfonning tasks are frequently distracted and often encounter
components which are not labeled or are described differently in the
verifying procedure. The inspectors will continue to monitor correc-
tive action to the violation,

c. (Closed) P21 91-06: Letter From Terry Turbine - Overspeed Trip
Tappet Can Under Certain Environmental Conditions Swell.

See paragraph 4.a.

10. Exit (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were sunnarized on April'24, 1992, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectnrs described the
areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed-
below. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the material
provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.
Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.

Item Number- Description and Reference

URI 50-338/92-10-01 AFW Pump Start logic Adequacy (para 3.c) '

._ . ..
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IFl 50-339/92+10-02 Loop Stop Valve failure Due to incorrect
Motor Wiring (para 4.d)

NCV 50 338/92-10-03 Inadequate Control Operations Procedure to
it AFW Auto-Start Relays (para 5.a)

VIO 50-339-92-10-04 Failure to Meet TS Flow Requirements for
ECCS (para 5.b)-

i 11. Acronyms and initialisms

AFW Auxiliary Feed Water
DCP Design Cnange Package;

ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System'

ESF Engineering Safety Features
GPM Gallons Per Minute
HHSI High-Head Safety injection
IFl - Inspector Followup Item,

IR Inspection Report
IST In Service Testing
LCO Limiting Condition for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
' HS1 Low Head Safety injection
MFP - Main Feed Pump
MOV Motor Operated Valve
NAS National Academy of Sciences
NCV Non-Cited Violation
NRC- Nuclear Regulctory Commission
NRR Nuclear Reactor Regulation
PORV Power Operated Relief Valve
PPB Parts Per Billion
QA Quality Assurance
05 Quench Spray
PSIG Pounds per Square Inch Gage
Pi~ Periodic Test

. RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
'

RCS Reactor Coolant System
R0 Reactor Operator
RS Recirculation Spray

,

' SG Steam Generator
SPDS Safety Parameter Display System
SR0 Senior Reactor Operator
SSPS Solid State Protection System
TS Technical: Specification

t- - UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Repor.-
URI Unresolved item

|
,

L

|
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